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The wavelength tuning of a compact microring resonator with a chromium heater is described. A
tuning of 12 pm/◦C is measured with extremely low driving power. This property together with the
small footprint makes applications feasible in filter or switching arrays.
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Introduction

Currently a shift in the deployment of integrated optical techniques towards the metro and
access network can be observed. In these short-haul networks the reduction of both cost and
space is an important issue. Large scale integrated optics is able to satisfy this challenge, since
low-cost high density integration of functional elements in mass-produced devices is feasible.
For these integrated applications tunable wavelength filters and switches are desired. In the
following the thermal behavior of an integrated optic microring resonator is described. Both
the static tuning as needed in a wavelength filter and the dynamic behavior as a switch will be
described.
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Fig. 1. Crossection and top view of a microring resonator

Microring Resonator

Micro-ring resonators (MR) can be deployed as WDM filters, switches, and modulators [1, 2].
Their small dimensions are advantageous for densely integrated and cost-limited applications.
The functional behavior of a single MR is explained in [3]. The highly selective properties of
the Lorentzian filter shape of the MR make it a good candidate for WDM filter applications.
The properties of the MR can be exploited even more when multiple resonators are combined to
perform specific functions. By cascading MRs, for example, a more desirable box-shaped filter
response can be created [4]. A wavelength selective switch based on microrings is described
in [5].
A schematic picture and a cross section of a single MR is shown in Fig 1. The MRs described in
this work are fabricated of Si3N4 waveguide channels embedded in SiO2, vertically coupled to the
Si3N4 ring with radius R. With this technology high Finesse MRs with air cladding have been
demonstrated [3, 6]. For thermal tuneability and switching a cladding layer as depicted in Fig.
1 is favorable since it allows optical isolation from an efficient local heating structure on top of



the resonator. The thermo-optical MRs have a PECVD SiO2 cladding. Improved performance
is expected by applying a material that has a high temperature dependent refractive index, e.g.
a polymer.

Thermal Tuning

By locally applying a change in temperature, the effective index of the MR changes as a
consequence also the resonance wavelength. The condition for resonance is:

2π

λ
·R ·Neff,ring = m (1)

Where λ is the wavelength, R the radius of the ring and Neff,ring the effective index of the mode
propagating through the ring. Consequently one obtains for the shift in resonance wavelength
(δλc) as a function of the change in effective refractive index due to tuning ∆Neff :

λ ·∆Neff

Neff,ring

≈ δλc (2)

Simulations on a MR as described above with a radius of 25 µm and a ring thickness of 300 nm
based on a thermal coefficient of 1.1 · 105 resulted in a ∆Neff of 1.12 · 10

−3 for a temperature
increase of 100 ◦C. This corresponds to a change in the center wavelength of approximately 11
pm/◦C.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic view of the Ω-heater and (b) Chromium heater structure after destructive test

Heater Design

An optimized heater structure is used to generate efficiently the only locally desired change
in temperature. The chromiun based thin film heater is shaped in a so-called Ω-shape see
Fig. 2(a) for a schematic drawing. The Ω-shape proved to be the most favorable shape in terms
of power consumption and heat distribution as is described in [7]. The picture of a Ω-heater
after a destructive test is shown in 2(b). It shows that the heated power is distributed evenly
across the heater. The heater has deliberately been broken by an excessive heater current at a
point where most of the heat is dissipated, in this case at a random position in the Ω-shaped
structure. The Ω-heaters are characterized by heating the heater externally and measuring the
resistance changes, see Fig. 3. During normal operation an approximate heater temperature
can easily be obtained by measuring the its resistance.
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Fig. 3. Reference graph for determining the temperature of the compact Ω-heater

Measurements on Thermal Tuning

Measurements were performed on a MR with a PECVD SiO2 cladding and chromium
heaters. The results are shown in Fig. 4, which gives the resonant dips at the through-port as
a function of heater voltage as well as the relative shift in resonance wavelength as a function
of the dissipated power. As can be seen a shift of 3.6 nm could be reached at a heater power
of around 180 mW. There is a slight nonlinearity in the relative resonance shift as a function
of the heater power. This can be explained by the fact that the silicon wafer at the highest
heater powers does not act any more as an ideal heat-sink with consequently a temperature
rise of the complete wafer. When a linear dependency is assumed a relative resonance shift of
20 pm/mW can be found. The heater temperature at the highest shift (3.6 nm, 180 mW) can
be found using Fig. 3 to be 315 ◦C ± 20◦C. This gives a tunability of the ring of 12 pm/◦C ±
1 pm. This is in accordance with the above calculated value.
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Fig. 4. (a) Normalized ring responses at the through-port for different heater voltages; (b) Shift of
the resonance wavelength as a function of heater power

Switching

For application of thermo-optic MR as a switch as described in [5] the switching speed is
an important issue. The limiting factor is the speed of the distribution of the heat generated in
the heater. The previous section showed that small powers already allow a large tuning range
for the resonance wavelength. This looks promising for switching applications, since for this
application only small shifts are needed. To switch a microresonator from ON to OFF state,



only a small shift sufficient to cover the flank of a resonant peak is needed. Simulations on the
thermal behavior of a MR show a switching frequency of 2 KHz. Also measurements have been
done to find the maximum switching frequency by measuring the response of the MR when the
heater current is modulated by a square wave. In Fig. 5 the detected differential voltage of a
photodiode at the through port is shown as a function of the wavelength of the source. This
figure shows the expected maximum in modulation depth around the resonance wavelength,
where the ring response has the highest derivative. The maximum switching speed is estimated
by observing at which point the amplitude of the received signal drops when increasing the
frequency. For the device mentioned above a maximum switching frequency of around 2 kHz
is obtained with a power dissipation of around 10 mW.
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Fig. 5. Differential response of a MR to a modulated heater current as a function of wavelength

Conclusion

A thermally tunable microring resonator has been measured. A shift of the resonance
wavelength as large as half of the free spectral range were possible with low power dissipations.
Furthermore the fast switching capability is experimentally demonstrated.
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